SAVED BY A VACCINE

NOVEMBER 14, 2020

MARKET COMMENTARY
As the election slides behind, the pandemic moves to the front. This week the news of a highly effective vaccine started the
markets off with a bang. The promise of a vaccine that could eliminate the Covid affect on humans is meaningful. Much like the
picture below, we can see where we want to get to, but getting there won’t be smooth. The vaccine with such high efficacy rates
was definitely the start of a bridge to a more normal world. The hurdle now is the spiking Covid condition now.
For the most part the rally continued from the prior week. Without getting into all the
details in the summary here, the real odd part was the Nasdaq was the worst performing
market index I track in the last table in the newsletter and it happened on an up week.
All the other data was remarkably supportive of higher prices, but a waning Nasdaq 100
leaves me suspicious.
The rally was global this week. To me, this continued the initiation thrust with another
week of more than 1000 stocks up 10% and more than 1000 stocks up 5%! That’s just
huge. An initiation thrust is what you see to start a new rally. It requires sustained buying
and big positions to push the market up this hard.
Indexes around the world and some of the ETF’s also soared to new highs. On the monthly
conference call, I worked through a lot of the top industry groups and many were
breaking above resistance. SO much of that continued. I will say that all five defensive
sectors (XLP, XLV, XLU, XLF, XLRE) all broke out and held this week. One of the harder
weeks to decipher whats going on when tech and discretionary didn’t on a big week.
Summary: I am bullish and am invested as the SSIH suggests being invested. I am watching
to understand the changing landscape on tech. Financials, industrial metals, energy and
Electric vehicle trades all look promising. We are testing prior highs, so breakouts need
to hold.
Let’s jump into the charts.
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@SSIH – BULLISH
The Schnell Strength Index closed way up this week at 85%. The $SPX line now has the same slope to the 2019 uptrend. It had it’s
highest weekly close ever. We are in the top quartile and that is bullish. Nice bull run here.
I post a preliminary SSIH reading in daily setups from Thursdays close/Friday’s open on Thursday night or Friday morning. It doesn’t
bounce a lot, but weekend closes matter. This will allow you to position before weekends. Watch the daily setups tab this week for
more updates.
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SSIH, MY FASTER AND FASTEST INDICATORS
The chart shows the SSIH in
the top panel. So far the
post-election scenario is
playing out. There is little
doubt that the vaccine news
in the face of rising COVID
counts helped mute some of
the fear.
While this is bullish, as all
three are pointed north, we
need to make sure the
market holds here. We are
testing prior highs. The
swings have been very
aggressive and as you’ll see
in some of the chart data
below, there are some
important charts
highlighting September 2018
and April 2019 that are
showing similar changes
now.
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S&P 1500 BREADTH
Notice the advance/decline line in the lower panel. This chart below is for the top 1500 stocks, not the top 500. This indicator made
higher highs this week. The 2-week moving average in the middle is just fine. The $SUPADP and the index (top panel) made new
highs. Not a bear market when you are making new highs. Here are the other A/D lines. All bullish. Nasdaq and NYSE.
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$SPX – YEAR TO DATE LOOK
Friday’s strong climbing rally all day was interesting. We had 90% of stocks up on Friday shown by this chart style from a fellow
technician, Arthur Hill. The first indicator is the up/down percentage for the S&P 500. Then second is for the Midcap, the last is for
the small cap. 92%, 86%, 80% up respectively. 90% up days are a solid indicator of breadth. Hard to argue with that after the
oscillating midweek price action.
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PERCENTAGE OF STOCKS ABOVE THE 200 DAY
The chart below focuses on breadth in two different ways. 1) The % of stocks on a buy signal within a group of stocks ($BPSPX). It is
nice and high at 79%. Bullish. The bottom panel shows the % of stocks above the 200-day moving average. We are in rare air. Second
highest level in the last 6 years. We had a high reading in January 2020, the market pulled back and rallied into the February high
before Covid. Is this high reading bullish? With strong Fed support, yes, as in 2009, 2010, 2011, 2013-14. Bullish.
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$SPX – MEGAPHONE PATTERN TOUCHED AGAIN
One of the strongest trend lines in the market today is the top line of the three-year trend on the $SPX. Is there a reason the market
cannot go through it? No. But until the price action breaks it, it’s a good reason to be cautious. It is sloping higher, so the market
can climb under it. The volume on Monday on the back of the virus was 5 Billion shares. Only on the extreme fear of plunging
markets do we see volume that high. Extreme volume (either high or low) should always be watched for trend exhaustion. Friday’s
breadth was great, but the volume was the lowest up day in three weeks. The June 8th surge (4.78 Billion shares) marked an interim
top as an
example. The
PPO trend line
in the bottom
corner is
breaking above
the down trend,
so I like that as
a trend change
for momentum
to higher levels.
Next week is
Options
Expiration
week, so this
will be an
interesting test.
The week after
is US
Thanksgiving.
Usually bullish.
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$NDX AND $COMPQ BREAK RELATIVE STRENGTH TREND
The charts above all line up to be bullish until I get to charts like this. At the top in September, the $NDX was outperforming. That
peak has still not been taken out on the $NDX. This week the Nasdaq closed down on the week, while the $SPX, $INDU, $RUT all
closed up. Energy and banks had huge surges. The rotation away from the covid momentum names like Zoom (– 20%) was big. ZM is
$185 off the high of $588 which was cautioned on the monthly conference call. On the $NDX below, the black arrow at the top of
the chart
breaking
that
uptrend
never ends
well. Quite
frankly,
very
concerning.
Large caps
suffered Tesla -5%,
AMZN -5%,
NFLX -6%,
MSFT -3%,
FB -5%.
Indexes
aren’t going
a lot higher
without
large cap
tech.
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NASDAQ UNDERPERFORMANCE REVIEW
Three of the last 4 weeks have been negative on the Nasdaq 100. Two of the down weeks were on higher volume. While the market
grinds sideways, these volume clues are messy here. Looking left we can see how this underperformance plays out over the last few
years. One was a 6-week correction, one was a 3-month correction. Last week the Nasdaq surged 9%, making things look pretty
good. But it was on lower volume than the prior week or the following week. If it is so bullish, why are less buyers showing up? It
would appear that like the high-volume day on Monday, institutions were selling into it, not buying into it, and the market fell. Also
note the
wide ranges
for the
market
weekly here,
compared to
the left 70%
of the chart.
Wide
swinging
ranges are
not usually
bullish as it
suggests
indecision.
The large
price candles
are similar to
October
November
2018.
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$COMPQ HANGING ON A THREAD --- LINE !
The Nasdaq Composite daily has some trendline concerns this week. As we get to the apex of these two decision lines, what will
happen? The volume shows three high volume days associated with selling, 2 up days on the lowest volumes. A distribution day is a
down day on higher volume than the day before. Typically used by Investors Business Daily to help determine market tops, we now
have 5 inside the zoom panel. 6 is a big warning. If the market sells off this week, these are the subtle clues. We don’t want to see
any more
distribution
days. Based on
the two charts
above, it does
feel like the
advance/decline
data is painting
a rosy picture,
while
institutions are
taking money
off the table
here. I don’t
have the final
answer until the
markets confirm
my suspicions.
Caution is
warranted.
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$NIKK – JAPAN MAKES NEW 28-YEAR HIGHS
Japan is breaking out to new multi-year highs. The point I want to make is: a variety of foreign markets are joining the USA at or
near new 52-week highs seen on the $SPX and IWM ETF. The amazing trivia about the new high level: It is the highest level since
1991! I like the positive break on the PPO trendline. I also like the moving up 10% in two weeks. Bullish support!
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$BSE – INDIA STOCK MARKET
The India market broke out to all-time highs this week as well. Very bullish. With a big vertical move this week, this large market
with wonderful demographics is making new all-time highs. I like the big bullish clue we got from the PPO and it continues higher. As
the charts push higher globally, this is a supportive backdrop. The setup is bullish, except for the waning Nasdaq.
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$GOLD WHIPSAW
Gold reversed the big down trend last week. This week it appears to have been a whipsaw (see the zoom panel) as gold fell down to
$1850 again. The lows this week landed on the uptrend line since April of 2019. We also had a bearish outside bar (lower low and
higher high) and closed in the bottom half. The low was new 4-month lows. Gulp. We didn’t close there, thank goodness, but the
two trend lines were both touched this week. The high volume shows lots of emotion here.
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GOLD MINERS GET ROCKED
The gold miners had a rough week, dropping 8%. The SCTR ranking dropped under 10, so the price action compared to other ETF’s is
dreadful. When the price action is only better than 6% of other ETF’s, that’s poor. Ignoring the COVID plunge, we are at the lowest
SCTR since the rally started. On the far left, we can see it can stay down here a while. Definitely losing my support at this point
after the whipsaw last week and now back below the trend line. The miners appear to be leading Gold lower.
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MONTHLY CONFERENCE CALL LINK
I covered the industry charts on the monthly conference call. There were a lot of nice moves in the different industries. Many of
them broke above resistance. This is a valuable video to watch. Lots to discuss.
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Monthly Conference Call
November 5, 2020 At 5 ET
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OIL NAMES SURGE MEANINGFULLY ABOVE TREND LINES
On the Monday morning vaccine news, oil names soared, and some big names were up 25% on the week. While they are still unloved,
readers will be wary of my positive bias to the sector. On my simple chart below, when everything moves above the 20 DMA, it is a
nice time to get involved. That happened on Monday. Interestingly on Friday, oil names were up meaningfully while crude was down
hard. Oil names were suggested on a few research papers I saw this week. I know the wild swings each week make it very difficult to
trade with tight
stops. Lots of
these names
could double
and not be back
to January
highs. Even Jim
Cramer
suggested you
could re-short
energy after
the soaring
move Monday. I
can’t help but
think he is
trying to trade
them like tech
stocks. I like
them, he
doesn’t.
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XLE TAKES OUT 2020 DOWN TREND LINE
On the chart below we can see the downtrend for the entire year. It’s been horrific. I like that we broke both the red dotted down
trend off the June 8th high as well as the best fit line off the highs. I say best fit because this line has four touch points, whereas a
line just touching the June high is a long way away from the majority of the price action. The PPO is back in positive territory for
the first time since June. Lots of information on the Market Buzz video and this weeks’ client video.
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KBE RECEIVES SOME ATTENTION
Bank stocks also popped meaningfully. JPM as an example had a fabulous week, up 10%. European financials popped along with this
big bank ETF. The banks look like this is going to work out. Notice the 2020 trend line on the chart. After breaking out above it, the
ETF traded sideways and is now off to the races. I have been flagging the high volume recently and this is lifting off. SCTR moving
into the top quadrant at 94.8, the opposite of Gold moving into the bottom. PPO moving above zero. Bullish.
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THE MOVE TO ELECTRIC VIDEO
The Move to Electric video. Register here for the EV newsletter! Clients of gregschnell.com will receive the subscription EV content free.
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STEEL FIRMLY JUMPS ABOVE THE 3-YEAR DOWNTREND
We have been talking about the industrial metals/materials for a while and they just keep going. Steel, Coal, Copper all had nice
positive weeks too. I continue to like the industrial metals and anything to do with the Electric vehicle space.
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MARKET SUMMARY
The sector performance this week is really unique. All the defensive sectors (XLP, XLV, XLU, XLF, XLRE) outperformed Technology,
Communications and Discretionary. That’s very rare in an uptrend. Energy has the ability to bounce massively in a reversion to the
mean trade. Financials, be it broker/dealers, asset managers, banks, or insurance all look poised nicely. Canada had a strong week
and Gold was left on the curb as the party rolled on. Real Estate is coming back in various sub-groups, which I find amazing. Don’t
fight it, buy it. I guess if we can be out without masks in June as an example, retail/ office towers/ industrial can roar back.
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GLOBAL VIEW
Here is the global view on the left. The world jumping massively. It is so odd to see the Nasdaq last on this list on an up week. I have
to put a big boat anchor on that as the options expiration week approaches. Most commodities had a nice move with the exception
of gold. Marijuana went sideways this week. Lumber and the WOOD ETF were up nicely. The industrial metals continue to do well.
After back to back strong weeks, I am still looking for more! I’d like to see gasoline and heating oil move up with crude this week.
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VIDEO OF THE WEEK
The Monthly conference call link is here. November Conference call – lots of ideas
Here is the link to the chart list. Weekly Charts
Here is a link to this week’s video. Saved by A Vaccine

Disclaimer:
Greg Schnell is an independent analyst and does not
invest for clients. Greg Schnell does not collaborate to
create a positive/negative market bias, nor is he paid
to promote any particular stock or perspective. These
charts and descriptions are not an instruction to buy or
sell. You as a reader, are solely responsible for every
investing decision you make. Greg Schnell and any of
his companies or relationships with other companies,
are not responsible for trades. The ideas presented
here are opinion. Trading and investing involves risk to
you and is solely yours.

Good trading,
Greg Schnell, CMT, MFTA.
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BIOGRAPHY GREG SCHNELL, CMT, MFTA.
Greg Schnell, CMT, is the chief technical strategist at gregschnell.com specializing in intermarket and commodities analysis. Greg’s
work has been regular reading on the world-leading StockCharts.com platform for thousands of investors. Hedge funds, RIA’s,
portfolio managers, technicians and private investors consider the charts Greg displays. Greg Schnell is valued for his timely, indepth, unique analysis that generates a valued perspective. Greg has won multiple awards as the Top Independent Analyst of the
Year in Canada.

Based in Calgary, Canada, he is a past board member of the Canadian Society of Technical Analysts (CSTA) and past chairman of the
CSTA Calgary chapter. As an active member of CMT Association, Greg speaks throughout North America on technical analysis. Greg is
the co-author of Stock Charts for Dummies.
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